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practitioner. 

 

OTHER COMMENTS 

- Boarding houses (class 3) must be captured under the Act and Regulations. 

- BCA consultants & certifiers must be subject to this legislation. BCA consultants are relied upon for compliance (in 

particular for alternative/performance solutions). However, the role of PCAs appears unclear going forward if 

compliance is already captured under the DBP Act and Regulations? 

- Nothing prevents developers & builders special purpose vehicles being phoenixed. 

- Nothing requires any registration of developers as individual persons identifiable & accountable for every special 

purpose vehicle.  

- My understanding is the Civil Liability Act still enables contracting out of the duty of care - effect is that developers 

have none &/or this dilutes future ability for pursuing damages particularly where builders can be exempted from 

the PI liabilities of this Regulation? 

- Does this legislation weaken the ARB & Architects Act as essentially duplicating existing registration. Surely better 

to tighten up that existing legislation &/or registration competencies & leave the DBP Regulations to the engineers 

& builders (+ BCA consultants & certifiers)? 

- PI insurance remains a big unresolved issue for architects. 

Regards, 

Kerry 
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We are proud signatories to #Architects Declare and certified members of the Climate Active Network.  

We are actively working to understand the impact of carbon and the ways that we can best support our clients’ 

choices in reducing embodied carbon in our built projects. 
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